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the Invention This invention relates to an exercise machine and more particularly to an exercise
machine which comprises a rear wheel support member mounted on a main frame for movement in a
generally rearward direction to receive and support the rear ends of a pair of pedals, and a pair of
front wheel support members on the main frame and also mounted for movement in the generally
foreward direction to receive and support the front ends of the pedals. The main frame is mounted
for oscillatory movement in an oscillatory movement plane, and a pair of horizontal track members
are mounted to the main frame and for oscillatory movement of the main frame about a generally
horizontal axis, one of the track members being mounted on the main frame for oscillatory
movement in a lower or downward path of movement relative to the main frame and the other of the
track members being mounted on the main frame for oscillatory movement in an upper or upward
path of movement relative to the main frame. A pair of pedal arm assemblies are mounted on the
rear wheel support member and a pair of pedal leg assemblies are mounted on the front wheel
support member each pedal arm assembly being pivotally connected to its respective leg assembly
and both leg assemblies being pivotally connected at their rearward ends to the rear wheel support
member. A pair of cams are mounted on the main frame and each cam has a first surface opposing
the other surface of the cam in contact with the corresponding track member, the cams also being
rotatable about a transverse axis. 2. Description of the Related Art U.S. Pat. No. 3,913,286 discloses
an exercise machine having a pair of foot supports for a cyclist each foot support being mounted on
a link arm, each link arm being pivotally connected at its forward end to the main frame and at its
rear end to the rear wheel support member. The rear wheel support member is mounted on the main
frame for oscillatory movement about a generally horizontal axis parallel to the plane of oscillatory
movement of the main frame and the lower track member is mounted on the main frame for
oscillatory movement in the lower path of movement relative to the main frame. A pedal pedal arm
assembly is
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